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Editors are the most hated persons on earth—Ed Howe

THE

tutimt.

NEWS
(,.,. Profs Be Fired ?

. ] Hone Hits The Slide

VOL. LXI No. 20

SEVEN P.M.

JAMES BALANO TO DELIVER
KEYNOTE SPEECH AT MODEL
PAN-AMERICAN CONFERENCE

Public Sentiment Speeds
Amendment
Laughs Reveal Character
Idvancc I" Soviet Drama
\Vlien Does Water Boil
I' si Engish
MUSGRAVE

CONFERENCE, CHASE

PRICE, 10 CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY lo. 1934

College Sport is a Racket

THOMAS

PAN-AM

JBC

THI-; stability of college teaching
jo!)* seems a controversial one. |
\ couple of weeks ago coaches, I
by
the mortality
rate in
obs, decided to give newspapublteity on the cases when
dropped. The implication
ilils
will make
the college
1
e more fair. Now, Brenan
in Georgia, has been dropfrom the
■eligible list
of the
:i Association of Professors
Ihe
college discharged
a
The institution through!
nt charges blackmail; the
a practical example of
Its association; and peoside wonder if perhaps their
belief that colleges are inmay have some basis.

Politics Club Sponsors Meeting Opening
Chase Hall To-morrow At Seven P. M.—
Charles Whipple Chairman
Gordon Jones Represents
U. S. Interests
Interest May Center About
Chaco Dispute NowCausing Trouble

COMMITTEE ON ATHLETICS
ANNOUNCES WINTER SPORTS,
In
TRACK, BASEBALL SCHEDULES

Maine And Bates
Povey Announces
Will Meet Twice
Picture Schedule
For Bates Mirror
In Radio Debates
Charles Povey,
Business
Manager or the Mirror, announces the following schedule of pictures for Hie college annual:
Wednesday, January lo
1 P. M.—Class officers of '88
1:10 I'. M.—Class officers of ';?«
Thursday. January 11
1 P. M.—Men's Glee <'lull
1:1." P. M.—Choral Society
Friday, January 12
1:00 I". M.—College Choir
1:15 P. M.—Orphic Society
Saturday, January 18
I :<>(! p. M.—Band
1:15 P. M.—MacFarlano Club
Monday, January 15
V. M.—4-A Players
:l~> |\ M.—The Heelers Club
Tuesday. January HI
I p. M.—Publishing Association
1:15 I*. M.—The Garnet
Wednesday, January 17
1:00 P. M.—Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
1:15 P. M.—Y. M. C. A. Cabinet

HOLLYWOOD BUYS
RIGHTS TO NOVEL

College Representations
Clash On Saturday
OverWCSH

B.A.A. Relays To Open Season
For Garnet Tracksters —
Maine Meet In March

Pan-American affairs will be under discussion at a model conference lo be assembled under the auspices of the Polities Club Thursday
night in Chase Hall at 7 O'clock.
Varsity
debating
teams
from
The meeting will
bo in the exact
llate-> and Ihe I'nivei-sily of Maine
form of the conference recently diswill meet twice in radio debases withbanded in Montevideo. With memin the next week. Saturday, team**
bers of the Politics club as delegafrom Ihe two colleges will clash over
tion
beads,
the
topics
of
currency
VYCSH. Portland: while on Monday
E
!.,«■:>, "the Sage of Potato
two different sels of teams will meet
tariffs,
intervention,
Hill", is seeking leisure.
The stabilization,
in a forensic discussion lo be broadauthor of the line at the top of extra-terrilorialily, women's rights,
Bales schedules for indoor varscast over Wl.lt/.. Baogor.
■ has discontinued his per- and Hie Chaco dispute will be conWalter Norton and Wendell
ity track, freshman track, winter
jourt
"Indignation and In- sidered.
May are
to
represent
Bati a
The conference will be offii"ii".* His monthly has numsports, and
baseball
liave been
against George A. Clarke and
cially opened with a key-note
among his subscribers of the
approved by the
committee
on
Karl Heinlri •l:-i'ii of Maine in
speech
by
James
Balano,
head
last ::l years
most editors
here
the debate from the Portland
j - Hasty Carroll, a gra luate athletics and are announced for
of
the
Argentina
delegation.
broad. His pointed paragraphs
station. Thit debate will be or.
of Bates in the class of 1925 and the first time exclusively in the
Arrangements
for
the affair
i D widely quoted. More than
tli.- air from eight-thirty to nine
lUthor of the novel. "A,; the Earth STUDENT.
have been under the direction
Word has been received on
Hockey
■schedules
ii copies have been sold of bis
o'clock,
and
Prof.
Bi
lia- sold the motion picture
of Charles Whipple who will be
campus of the marriage of
Story of a Country Town", the
were
announced
previously
and
Qttiniby will preside.
rights of lo r book, and production
chairman of the conference.
Miss Inge von Mueller to Wili the 'Main Street" type
of
At Bangor en Monday, Batea will is to begin in Hollywood in the near include a game at Huston with the
When the
meeting
has started,
son Kayko, on December m,
-. Bat now at 81 he wants
a
he
represented
by
CarltOD
Maliee
and
turf are.
Massachusetts Institute of Techfireworks are exipected on the subal Ithaca, \. V. Miss .von
rest. He retires at an age when Leo
Edmund Sfuekie, who will oppose .i
•Athe Earth Turns", published noiutrv in February. Tin- exact
ject of intervention,
with
Gordon
Mueller came to Hates as an
«.- a great Pope, Von Moltke was a
Maine team composed of A. Hamil- last
Mg,
\va««5
a•< best
.(".-I
seller
i-' I" 71
for
i"- - . ,
Jones
representing
the
United
ts pending .but it will probExchange Student from Ger: general, and a famous Frenchton
Bootbby
and
Arnold
Kaplan.
months,
it
was
selected
at
the
time
<
Stales' interests. He will be opposed
many at the beginning of her
ii.im was six years older when, wri- by John Gross and Walter Norton
This debate
will
start at quarter of publication as the •'Rook-of-the- ably be played either the 12th or|
Junior year, and was grailting the life of St. Louis,
he estapast nine and continue
until ten \i T I-.", aa.i
re terved natloi - vi le 23rd o
the month.
i
of the Cuiban and Mexican deleganateil from Bates last June.
II.shed a new standard for French tions. Considerable interest and exo'clock. Prof. n. W. Morris, directiy
of rural life in
Mr. Kayko is all Kvctiaugc
prose. Yet Howe came back once be- citement is expected to be arounse.l
or i [ men's foren.-ics at the Orono
'
Next spring the Garnet nine is to'
Student
at
Cornell, where
tore,
22 years ago, after retiring; by the arguments on the Chaco disCollcRi'. is t ' preside.
play 11 games Including one contestI
"Resolved, That the United States
both be and Mrs. Kayko will
aps he wll do it again.
pute which is still causing trouble
in Boston, one exhibition game, a:;.I
continue their studies in the
should adopt the ess ntial feature
in South America.
nine, state series encounters.
The
if the Rritish Broadcasting Bjnsi
Graduate School.
OLLEGE football is a "racket"
COLLEC
Indoor track team is to participate,
THIRD
ANNUAL
AFFAIR
is the question
to lie discussed in.
i laimei
led
'Secretary
Wallace
in three
intercollegiate meets, the I
The conference is the third annual
both debate*. This is the question
speakii
ing before a national stufreshman tracksters in
four dual'
affair to be arranged by the Politics
being used in the Bates Maine and
rn'if r nee
on politics
last
meets and a meet
with the sophClub. The others
considered such
New Hampshire interscdiclastio
Moreover,
he doubts
that matters of international concern as
omores .and the winter sports team
leagues, and Ihe BCOOla parti ipating
is "anything so extraordinary disarmament and
will be represented in at least two
world stabilizat i
in the league have been in
'.while in extra curricular acti- tion. Attendance
meets.
has grown with
listen
in
to
the
radio
discuss!
." About football, se says that each succeeding year, and this year
The mid-winter social whirl gets
TWO MEETS AWAY
...,college life has expressed its only students wild be admitted with- nnder way next Friday afternoon in
On February 10, at the B. A. A.
ity in suich rackets
as organ- out invitation.
the form of a Tea Dance to be held
relays in the Boston Garden,
the
!•• a toi tball." His is one idea. Here
Students who are majors in the|jn phase Hall under the auspices of
Rohcat trackmen
will
engage in
■. Will Rogers compliment-' departments
of
government and I the Women's
Student Government
their first intercollegiate
meet of
i ' i1
lem (Haas.)
High
team history are being asked to assist in .Hoard. It is the second affair of itthe year. On February 21. at the
i
i to a junior college eleven making the conference
a sue University OiWb New England meet,
kind to be held this year, and appears
oa lln West Coast only 18-0. "Foot- Frank O'Neill will act as secretary,
Bates will compete with other colI to l>e much in favor with the stuis a
'racket' out
here
(the James O'Connell
as
Sergeant-at- dents.
Snow sculpturing during the Bates leges of their class for the Clans I!
West) the humorist said,
"but in irms.
Winter
Carnival
this
year
will
have
a
championship
of the district. T:
Attention has been called to the
ihe East it's a game, and is played
much more enlarged program than two affairs—the relays and Unh
The heads of the delegations are fact that the dance will begin at four
for fa:'.."
in former years, and it will be In two ity C'ub competition—will comprise
as follows: Arline Edwards. Guate- o'clock and will
close at six-thirty
Professor Julio I! rzunza of the
division.-. First, there will be a snow the Garnet's track activities away I ; n-ruage Department
mala; Madeline Bean.
Venezuela; instead of six-lift pen as has formerly
of the UniA' RAHAM Lincoln's well-known Robert Kramer, SaJvador; Frances
from
home
this
winter.
uring
competition
between
the
been the custom.
versity of New Hampshire laal night
<: "Public
sentiment
is Havden. Honduras;
Bates
will
compete
in
one
varsity
dormitories.
and
secondly,
Ruth Johnson
A few innovations are being made
addressed th
combined
classical
everything; with public senti- and Gladys Webber. Panama;
Na- in a effort to
plans have been made for the cons- dual meet when the University of
make
this
dance
Phil Hellenic and
Sodalitas
Maine
track
and
field
oomtpel
nothing can fail, without
it than Milhury, Nicaragua; Rernard
truction of one large project which
pleasant for everyone concerned. One
Latina, concerning Alexander
the
ling can succeed",
are proved Drew, Uruguay; Robert Fitterman,
wiH lie made by the Heelers of the come to ILewistOn March 3 for th
of tli" most troublesome situations in
annual encounter between the (larn- Great and hi. influence on Hispanic
Students will be admitted free of Outing club and others interested.
with the progress of the child Bolivia; Gault Brown,
Paraguay; the nast has arisen around the tea
civilization.
amendment.
For nine years Patricia (Abbot, Eniador;
charge to the Carl Sandburg lecture
C.t
Marguerite Hulbert '87 has charge st and Pale Blue. This is the final
table during Intermission, and sevProf. Berzunza has spent over ten
preceding
Jan. 1,
1933,
records Turner, Peru;
Thursday evening, of the girls' competition, and accord- meet of the indoor season scheduled
Elizabeth Fosdick, eral steps have been taken in an at- in the Chanel
January 25. Townspeople and Others ing to plans, a committee, selected for Coach Kay Thompson's charges. years collecting the bibliography of
bal only six of the 48 States Domlcan
Republic;
Olive Grover.
A! .and r and possesses the largest
tempt to
alleviate
this difficulty.
FRESHMAN SCHEDULE
their legislative consent to the Chile; Barbara
will pay a nominal charge. Mr. SandLord,
Columbia;
Ction in
the world
of books,
With this in mind, provision has been burg's address will he "Poems, Songs from each House, will make a project
The
Bates
Creshman
track
team
ratification. Since then, however, 13 Constance Fuller, Costa Rica.
In front of
their
own dormitory.
pamphlets, and pictures on the submade so that only thirty couples v.ii!
additional states have been added
and Stories", one of the most inter- Judges will visit each endeavor, and will open its slate at home on Jan- ject. During
ENDOWMENT BACKS 11>EA
his talk
he showed
be enjoying intermission at one time.
lo ilio honor roll of ratifiers of this
-iinz of his many entertaining lect- at the dance, Saturday night. Feb- nary 20 against the Oeering High a veral Brsl editions of considerable
Attention is centered on this eon- The fifth, and seventh dailies have
School representation.
All year
humane proposal, it will probably
Club because
ure-recitals.
rnary
10,
the
Carnival
Queen
will
value, among them that of Desidaby the P»r»^.^^7V«T I been "reservedfor this purpose. The,..
i. ratified in 1984. The public senHis popularity over the country b present the prize for the best work meets are to he on campus, anili Feb- rins Erasmus (printed in 151S at
ence gained her fJ4*t^,',\ : wil, a,so be three hostesses at each
ruary 24 the first year men mi ; fch«
!i! mentioned
earlier has been uable aid when Bates (
attested to again
by
the plaudits to the
winning
dormitory.
Bach
iburg by Schurer) by Quintus
in the table to assist the men in obtainlnf from the Film Colony, whose en•hton Academy team while on
'■; rendered, without doubt, by the
l League of Nation ' refreshments. It is sincerely hoped thusiasm for him was increased after House raaj construct as many models March 10 the freshmen meet Hunt- Curtiua and call d "History of Asanction of the President
and his
to ergional
aa they wish, but they must be done in gt on School.
the
Great".
This
is a
A meet is pending lezander
husii -tic
wife.
Their approval gatherings held in various colleges that the dancers will cooperate in hearing him
at
the University of during Carnival Week.
with Worcester
Academy, and the unique copy, of which there are pro|this matter in order that everyone
plied magical
impetus
to
the of the east.
Southern California.
The Outing club Heelers will con- annual freshman-sophomore encount- bably Do others in the World. Anmove, public interest was aroused,
Endowment
tor may be accomodated with as little
"R°adinc Carl Sandburg's poetry
afforts on the construcThe Carnegie
other very Interesting
and imporand public sentiment will drive it World Peace endorses and sutpports | confusionas possible.^
is like taking a cold shower"' is the tion of one large and fairly elaborate er is to be held March 17.
The winter sports team is to open tant work in Prof, lierzunza's colDean Hazel
M.
Claik.
Student
it li.
comment
of
Frederic
March.
And
lesl
.,..,.,.,.
which
will
be
located
een'ii is a copy of the same work
a,tiVity of this type among "Sffi |OtrviSmmrt adviser, and Miss Mabel
the season February 10 at the DartThe Politics Club, being a
the
hot-bath
advocators
become |trally on Campus.
In
addition to mouth Carnival
English
edition
and
at
Hanover. Th" in the first
Eaton will pour.
Guests are Mrs.
\r OUR laugh betrays your charr
of the Endowment's chain of nueialarmed, listen to the words of Sylprinted by Richard Tottell, author
e
Outing
Club
will
have
their
meet
for
the
state
championship
. says Dr. G. C. Willitarns. national relations
club*.
has^re- Clifton D. Gray. Mr. and Mrs Harry via Sidney who is fond of his more hei dquartera in the form of a snow slated for
February
17 when th" and printer of Tot tells Miscellany,
Kowe, Dr. and Mrs. Rayborn Zerby sensitive poems. "I like to read these
pri Bident of New York ceived ik> enthusiastic cooperation.
house on campus.
University of Maine skiers and snow- a vital book in English Literature.
Pi-of.
and
Mrs.
William
Sawyer,
and
ber Training School. The "horse
-:o:when I am tired. They are restful
S veral very Interesting pictures
During Carnival
Week someone shoers come to Lewiston. and it is
laugh", laughing on a broad "A",
to risk Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Spinks.
'moods' which I can always appre- Ai',1 l. stationed in this house for hoped that Bates will be able to and etchings were brought
Americanism—Deciding
by the
Arrangements for the Tea Dance
Is lack of mentality. . Normal „„ unnecessary spending
until reciate".
the purpose of giving out general schedule a dual meet with the Dniv- Professor, one of which was an orithe are in charge of Lu.-ienne R'.anchar 1.
persons laugh with the Italien "A", no
Ann Harding, Gary Cooper. Rich- information.
Continued On Page :$
ginal by F. J. Marcek, noted Ame3
w\thj^ Catharine Co,
while the long "A" ds-notes an at- STte
: etcher. There were also severard Arlen. Claudette Colbert and Bohat doTt
doesn't SKF
coope
'tv Fosdick. 35.
: to conceal self-consciousness. N. R. A.—Los Angeles Times.
are engravings
and copies
of
ris Karloff are other movicdom enJf
A short "A" shows an eccentric vioriginals now in European museum
thusiasts of Sandburg. Elissa Landi,
character.
Then, he says, a
collections.
ioet and authoress as well as star,
"B" laugh reveals a sarcastic
Prof. Berzunza suggested to stusays of Sandburg. "Here is one of the
temperament. A long "O" shows a
(! tits as a method of research the
fundamental writers of the ace. Unrobust person, a short "o", a good
i
selection
of and specialization in an
less you read his poetry, you fail to
. and drinker, and "L"' is that
The Bates Alumnus fall issue of 1»33, came out just before vacation, author, historian.
or distinguished
get the essential essence of modern
of the diplomatic old lady, while its
The first article, "Our Campus Trees**, by Dr. Sawyer, is most Interesting, man in history about whom material
writing".
of the Lewiston Evening Journal devoted
opposite constitutes a hearty chucIt gives the history of the trees on our campus, which was once almost can he gathered
in an exhaustivs
:o:
—
Editor 1^'n'rli.<,Vr|!?{"l^utVc(r::Just Talks—On Common Themes" to
kle.
void of them, and tells how certain students planted special ones. Some manner. Prof. Berzunza pointed out
ami'sing pictures r.f the campus show the change that has gradually taken that the I
Dl'RING vacation we were told
work are largely in personal satisplace.
that while Russia may succeed,
faction and in the increase of knowfinal Jnten'e of his first a**-**- - **—:
Of course "Harrirowe"
had his Coos County National Bank in Gro- ledge in the field
of one's greatest
the Fine Arts must suffer and
who crit- prevaricator who can make the lesset
page, too. After reading this, one veton. N. H.
perhaps become extinct.
But Prof.
interest.
Ruth Renham is teaching in the
word the . tronger.
Henry W. L. Dana of Harvard, just
feels sure that Bates does not need
Previous to his connection with
"This means
that
the present
a visit from Santa Claus. both in high school in Franklin, N. H.
the University of New Hampshire,
returned from
that country,
has
Garnet is far more practical in its
Herbert Berry
is
teaching and Prof. Berzunza was an instructor at
the realm of the intellectual, and
nothing but
praise for the
Soviet lnB
The editor of The Journal selection of articles than has been the
coaching
athletics
in
the
high the University of Maine during the
in that of campus living.
I'nion and its work in the drama.
custom.... The Garnet is so much
school in Hanover. :Maee.
ARTICLE BY SMITH
years 102"> and 192G. and also spent
He points out that Russia is expe■Rebecca
Carter
had
a
position
be- four years as assistant in Romance
JJid you know that a Bates alumas in more sane than most of the modern
ginning
January
1
in
kindergarten
nus made a
liberal
of Woodrow
Languages at the University of Illimonth- college publications that we applaud
or rathe:
W'lson, and put him on the road to work in Montclair, N. J.
nois.
emed —and we a conservative: Pauline
Frew
is
technician
in
the
the presidency? Well, one did; and
a nerson who believes that Rome was
him.
^.....^
he is the late George L. Record, a department of zoology at Columbia.
not made In a day and that we canto make all
the actors more to understand
MATURITY OF ADJKCTIA KS
Donald Ham is
drugg'st at the
not reform Greater New York in a
Bates students will have an op- well-known figure in N. Y There is Central Maine General Hospital In
visible;
combination
stages
ot
•™ editor is sure that he never
quite a Itet of
his
unofficial acportunity
Monday
evening
to
hear
unique design, and a wide variety ot
, ,
Lewiston.
could write as the forego ng senten- week.
»As a "critic we ire altogether a an unusual /feature, as Louis Philip- complishments in New Jersey. Beings for the action showed great
Harry Kemp te a student at Andces are written-with such maturity. flou We could no more get out a pe Gagne is bringing Oscar O'Brien's sides all this he was
on intimate
imagination and ingenuity.
Theological
School,
and helped over-Newton
especially of adjectives. It is sad. but Garnet as good as this than we could By-Town Troubadours
to the Lew- terms with Roosevelt,
frame
his
platform.
The Newton Center, Mass.
aOFEEBOR Bassett, of Stan-jtrue. that as one ages, he a.scaias flv We could
a program of him
never have written iston City Hall for
Clive Knowles is a student at the
life of this interesting man is briefford, says
President Roosevelt the adjective. They »rlb^s\\\„l0ln,B •Financial limitations have excluded French Canadian folksong.
A meeting of the class of '37 took
Divinity
sketched by Donald M. Smith.
---. -School of the C. of Chirr,This
unique
organization from y It
writes the best "American Eng- words and cumber thought. We be- much material which we would have
there is
any
game that yon j go. His wife. Mary Gardner Knowles,, place ^in the Little Theatre^on^Monlish'\ Britishers would not consider lieve that it was Mr. Thoreau who need'- Probably :n our haste we would Montreal, which has just commen- ouldn't see, but wanted to, just turn N"3 1 has a position in the library i:i day. January 8, at one P. If. Julius
that's high compliment, although n a private letter to a friend BUggost- have said in common language "II ced a concert tour which will include to Jack Rugg's 'In The Realm of Watertown. iMaes.
Lombard! ':S4, President of the Stu. _
Hence we do we had more money we would have a notable aippearance in New York,
n artiee.tives.
a »—
tax «
on
adjective
. of
them imitate
the worst
dent Council, presided.
Sport".
Robert
Kroapsch
is
a
cadet
in
the
and
engagements
in
numerous
cities
repul
printed more articles'.
A committee of five was needed
kind of American
slang,
to say feel, more or less like a "repulsive
CLASS NOTES
high
school
in
Melrose,
Mass.
in
the
United
States,
will
give
their
. ....«-•... daring
to say little,
litUe
to nominate members for the class
nothing
of still worse
American jellyfish"
NEW DEAL IN CARXET
' for
The "Notes
from
the Classes"
concert
in
'picturesque
costumes.
Samuel
Scolnick
has
a
scholardivine calumny or popular
After considerable
confudrinks, cocktails, and other poison- fear of
"We take the preface as a topi''
help one who is Interested to kee.p ship at Duke University, Durham, N offices.
Such
is the fate of crit- because it has made us think. It be- They sing the songs of the French
sion fifteen members of the class
ous concoctions.
disfavor
Canadian
voyageurs
and lumber- in touch with the graduates. It seems ! c"fwhere"he ^"studying law"
were nominated for this committee.
The President is satisfied, doubttravs a problem—the age-old prob- jacks. They have taken part in three that in spite of this depression, some
ics
Robert Swett is in the office of
.Members of the first committee
■'•The editor of the Garnet seems lem that the preface itself put more Quebec festivals and their rollicking people manage to get jobs. Some
less, to know that his English
Fitz Warehouse and Distributing Cc. nre: William Hamilton,
chairman,
understood and listened to gladly .,,",,• out of patience with a fe« or less pathetically. We know bow songs have always <made a tremend- are .preparing further for a career:
rai,lion!
Lincoln Palmer, Margaret Melcher,
by more than one hundred
f'il?He has lost patience with the the editor felt. He must be literary ous hit at the Chateau Frontenac
Bertram Antine is a student at in Newton Center, .Maes.
Celia Thompson is teaching mush Prisrilla Walker, and
Hiram SteAmericans.
iStfll Arthur B ■Stt weak-kHneeea Individual:^t*{^ re- He must make a case for The Garnet, j am, otner places in which they have Harvard Law.
vens.
with Goethe, advises young writers
Helen Ashe has a position in the in the high school in New Sharon.
Continued On Page 3
I been given.
to read Sterne's "Ssntimal
Journey" for the best English.

Pastimers To Play One Game
Out of State—Nine Tilts
With Series Rivals
Bates Graduate
At Cornell Weds
Exchange Student

Mid-Winter Social
Whirl Opens With
Tea Dance Friday

Outing Club Will
Build Snow House
Information Booth

Student Gov't Formal
Will Be In Chase,
4:00-6:30 P. M.

Students Admitted
Free To Lecture
By Carl Sandburg

Snow Sculpturing Program For Carnival
Is Enlargened

Prof. Berzunza
Advises Students
To Do Research

Speaker Before Clubs
Discusses Alexander
The Great

Hollywood Film Stars
Praise Work Of Poet
Here January 25

History Of "Our Campus Trees

Sam Johnson Couldn't Write Prose
Like Qarnet Editor Says A. Q. S.

Features Fall Alumnus Issue

French Bards To
Sing In Lewiston
City HallMonday

To Present Prog-ram Of
French-Canadians
Songs

Frosh Committee
To Choose Class
Office Nominees

'

w
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THE BATES STUDENT, JANUARY, 10, 1934

DOPESTERS PICK FRESHMEN TO Arnold Adams '33
WIN INTER-CLASS TRACK MEET Places Second In
Yearlings Favorites With Kishon, Johnson, And
Gore As Point Gainers—Seniors' Chances
Considered Poor

N. Y. Indoor Meet
Former Bates Quarter
Miler Loses To
N. Y. U. Star

Track tailil WiH be given a chance
to see ti;
'-'<
m in action in
an Interolass meet to take pla;e tomorrow. Friday, and Saturday.
Individual prize*, donated by local
, merchants, will be awarded to the
highest scorer in each class and r
banner will
also
he given to the
, class scoring the meet points,
FRESHMEN FAVORITES
The freshmen will be tin- tavoi
•vili Kishon, Johnson, and Oore a
1
the point gainers. The first two are I
By XATK MII.Bl KY
conceded first
and
second in t!i
It looks as if there is noi going shot. 36 lb. weight, and discus wli:i >
to in- nun I: done al>oul a state inbon la got .1 lor :• second ill th'i
tercoUejriatc hoop leagei this will- broad jump. Kishon also should win
tor. The I', of Maine hi
•lone its th( hurdles. Core looks likely to
best to Bell .in- athletic heads of the the 600 and the 1000.
stiife college** t Il<- Idea '►*" liothill'j
The- sophs have Harry Kfll'r i:
<•< finite lias resetted. The greatest 'the dash, broad Juanp, and 800 and
]: i.i'lrui appeal* to IK- the matter he is good lor a po ible 15 points.
of finance-..
('lark in Hie weights; Muskie in the
:ii-'!i Jump; Hutchinson in the 600;
While the writer,
for one,
, and Saunders in the 1000 have i
i
would like to see basketball as
i:ig chances.
a recognized sport in this InCaiptain Bob
Kramer
leads th(
stitution, one must, nevertheJuniors, competing in the high jump.
less, attempt to appreciate the
i :
vault, iind die :us. Case !.- .N
situation which is facing
the
mer's biggest threat
in the Jump.
Malloy. Huminond. and Winston wiil
athletic heads at the
present
lime.
There
is
no
getting
figure in the middle distal ■
while
mound the fact that things are
Pendleton will hi favor ; in the 300
and has goo i Chan ■<■- in =i. hur
not what they used
to lie lor
those who watch
the gate reSENIOR'S IHAM':- POOR
The Senior, seem slat .
r toar!
ceipt accounts and the athletic
place with no field even I m n
r set
at low i bb.
After
all, when one actually faces the
inly middle distance
and diets
facts, such a situation does re> aers
in
Butler,
Set
Smith, Anirein. Howev • . b j -tand a
alij make a difference.
good chance of copping the two-mil •
We respect Hie judgement of the relay with the Junior-.-; second.
men with whom
a Ann!
decision Junior mile
relay
team will miss
rests ami feel that they are taking a Pritcher but
the
combination
I
fair attitude towards the matter. Malloy, Hammond.
O'l ■
Although we have no actual proof Pendleton ought to win ha
ill.r our opinion, we do feel that the
The 600 and lOOu promist I i ba
■■embers of both athletic boards ar • the two ii 31 races with . lor
sympathetic with the intercollegiate chinson, MaHoy, and Hammond ra hoop game and that with more pro*-- ning in the first and the tw -enl
JHMB times they will tie willing t"
: .lit .
. Smith,
. Malloy,
liaainioh | .a n i
give the game recognition. It is but
fair then that we should sympathize Raymond battling it out in the
with (hem ii: their present problem ond.
and hope thai they, in turn when
lli - feel that
they are able,
will
■eciprocate
and make the desired
addition to the sports program.
Neverth less, more boys are
playing basketball today for the
fun of the game than is liable
to be the case should Bates be
represented by a varsity team.
Today
more than a hundn d
hoys hav:- an equal chance to
play the game whereas it would
lie necessary for a mere dozen
or so to monopolize
the floor
for the greater part of the afternoon if Bates were- fielding
a varsity aggregation.

Tomorrow afternoon will spell the
opening of the
annual
interclass
tr.-M-k men. Thursday afternoon run-1
ning events will i>e held.
It is Interesting to note thai every man i
will be compelled to run in the forty
yard dash and perhaps some of the
other Shorter races. The idea is that
Coach Thompson wants to give the
unexperienced mill ail insight into
the conditions which they will face
in the larger metropolitan meets.
The recent meeting of foothall coaches in Chicago offs-red
lots
of
interesting
reading,
i ven if nothing else was deflnitely accomplished. Of great interest was the
research
conducted in an attempt to find a
nil ans of stabilizing jobs which
usually last as long as winning
teams are produced.
Our pigskin tutors are getting tired of
having to Pack the family teacups
in excelsior
and go in
search of a new home whenever
that they suffer a football depression.

Evident

College Store
Don't Forget — The College
Store is owned and operated by
the Collog-e in serve yon. We
carry a full line of Reliable
Merchandise lor your convenience.
YOU ARE ALWAYS

WELCOME

COLLEGE

A graduate of Bates in the
< lass
Of
t!|;$(i_|J. Joseph
Houle—has been selected by
the I'niversitj- Club of Boston to be in charge of ticket
sales and distribution for the
Third Annual New England
IndOOr -Meet.
Fates and 2<>
other Xew EnghtiHl colleges
have been invited
to enter
leanis
in
the
meet,
and
Houle is working
with the
Club committee to make the
affair this year as in the pa-st
ar outstanding;
feature
of
the indoor season.
When at Bates, Houle won
<!ie .New I irj.iiiil
intercollegiate Championship in the
discos. The Cniversity Club
meet, which he is helping to
arrange, is to be held in the
Boston (iarden,
Wednesday
evening, February 21.
This year, as was the case
two years ago, the colleges
will compete for team totals
with a point system of scoring;, am)
trophies will be
awarded the championship
teams in both the Class A
and (lass IS divisions.

Aggressive Colby
Six Downs Bates
6-2 In Ice Tilt
Garnet Scores Made By
Rugg, And Loomer
Aided By Secor
Lacking ths
fine.-i?e and s.-oring
power that gave it a championship
clnb last year, but Messed with a
world of fight. Batcr, hockey team
met with a G-2 defeat at the hands
ol a Colby six last Saturday afternoon. Colby was superior in every
department of play with .plenty of
speed, aggressiveness,
and
a fine
parsing attack, the Srst two periods
were pretty much to ColbyV liking,
but in the third period. Bate.; put
o;i more power and were continuously ,-torming the Colby goal. Only flue
stops by Robitaille kept the s

down.
During the firnt iperiod Rancourt
put Colby ahead with two goals. The
first was unassisted wni'.e the s.;cond
a few minute.s later, resulted in an
assist from Paganucci.
Rugg
put
Bates in the running with a goal on
an assist from Toomey.
The sceond period was all Colby'-.
After a little scrimmage, Ross took
a shot that hit the pout of the
"A democratic society today can- and trickled
in.
Secor constantly
1 the
play,
but the defense
not exist without free access to good
put an
end to all
books."—Arundell H. Esdaile. Bri- work of Colby
threats. Hucke
put Colby farther
ii.-h librarian.
ahead with a fine goal. Paganucci aa.-:■ ited. Tlie period ended with the
a ore 4-1.
We can show yon a varied selection ot
Bates started the third period In
great style. A Loomer goal on a pass
PRIZE CUPS
From Secor gave Hates rooters something to cheer about. A minute liter
FOUNTAIN PENS
Hucke neutralized Loomer's gesture
with a counter on a pass frcm Roes
of %U stHDdard m&iN
and then Ross made the game safe
LADIES' SILK UMEUKLI.Ar- by sinking one. Late in the period
Toomey shot what seemed to be a
goal, but referee French ruled no
LADIES'
score.
Throughout the game Secor shon?
LEATHER HANDBAG3
for Bates as he constantly forced the
play. Hard work by Toomey. fine
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
defensive play by Soba, and good
goal tending by Heldman keipt the
score down. For Colby. Ross, RanBGOK ENDS
court. and Huicke
with
two goals
CLOCKS
apiece and goalie
iRobltaille were
outstanding.
o( all Hods

not
yet
•■
■ he has only
limited means of training. La'n .
1 on better tracks he
"When the President of the UnitId he equal at 600 yards.
H
plans to run In the Millrose
I State* employs what has been a
600, which he
slang phrase he clothes it with digi-n, February 3rd.
nity."—Frank
Vezetelly,
lexicographer.

William Dunham

i

test.

School of Nursing
Of YALE UNIVERSITY
A Profession for the
College Woman
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INTERCLASS HOOP TOURNEY
TO END BEFORE MID-YEARS
Juniors And Sophomores Have Strong TeamsClark Leads Sophomore i earn—Gridsters
Prominent On '35 Representation
Interclass basketball gets underwav this week, as the seniors and the
juniors clashed last evening.
The
sophomores will swing
into action
igainst the freehmen tomorrow evening. A.cording
to
the schedule
drawn up by Buck Spinks. two games
will be played each week. All games
come on Tuesday
and
Thursday,
and will finsh up before niiJ-year
exams.
The different class squads have
been practicing diligently since the
recess. All ifour classes have strong
team>s and a close and exciting race
:s in the wind.
Last year, a flashy senior team
walked over the rest of the outfits
to easily win the pennant. The seniors, chiefly due to the clever shooting of King.
Roche and
Karkos,
dropped but one game, while winning five tilts. The sophs and last
years" yearlings finished in a deadlock for second place with an average cf five hundred.
Both teams
won and lost three games. The juniors brought up the rear without
winning a game and dropping all
six.
However, the
struggle
will b?
much closer
this
year than last.
Even the seniors are liable to crash
into the win column. It is expected
that the juniors and sophs will fight
it out for first honors.
The true
strength cf the first year >men is not
known, thus, they
may
be called
the "dark horses" of the tourney.
!. •! by Ve: 1, lie Clark, former Presque I-'.e star and All-Maine guard,
and Red Conrad, the sophs have a
strong and flashy outfit.
The juniors will
depend upon a
group ot" football men to pull them
through to victory. Chick Valicenti,
Mill Limlleim. Bill Stone and iLeno
i.enzi. all gridiron
stars form the
nucleous of the third year men. To

Lewtster.ta'ilna

The annual Shakespearean drama
this year will be "Macbeth" as delinitely announced today.
Professor
Robinson
will cast the play
this
week an<i rehearsals will begin im!. Stately. The play will be given
the evenings of .Torch
9 and 10.
Past
Shakespearean
dramas that
have been successfully produced are
"The Winter's Tale" and "The Taming of the Shrew".

X
HA VE YOU SUBSCRIBED YET FOR THE

BATES MIRROR?
If lot, you may obtain Subscription Blanks at the Desk in
the Library or By Seeing the, Editors.

DONT DELAY/

"Faith blazes the trail, intelligence builds
the
avenues". Rev. Dr.
Harry Emerson Fosdick.

—IPhoenix

Tin- thirty months' course, providing an
''and varied experience through
i --- study mehod, leads t<» tin-

"MACBETH" CHOSEN
FOR ANNUAL PLAY

X

See the Year Through THE- MIRROR

Statistics prove that married students at Wyoming
University get
better marks than those unattached.

Jewelers

complete the team, they have Dorrancc Cole.man at guard. Colemau
possesses a deadly eye and is one of
the juniors' chief scoring threats.
The seniors will depend upon the
efforts of Bill Millett and Jack Dillon. Both
men
are exceptionally
good, but rest of
the team is just
average. For the freshmen Sass and
Armstrong stand out. Their team will
be entirely new to each other and
wiil be greatly handicapped because
of this.
The squads:
Seniors: Art Amrien,
Eddie Lelyveld. Art Nyquist, Jack Dillon :.Bill Millett.
Juniors: Chick Valicenti, Dorrar. Coleman, Sam Fuller, Leno Lenzi.
Milt Lindholm,
Bill Stone, and
Jake Stahl.
9
hemores:
Eddie
Curtin.
Red
Conrad, Verdelle Clark, Doc Moulton, Mike
Dobrosky,
Ted Wellman. Stan Sherman,
and Jeff Enagonio.
Freshmen: Paul McOluskey, Harold
Armstrong, iMel Pinsky, Nick Pelliceane, Cliff Sass, Norman I'aine.
and Herbert Hager.

Isidore Ai-ik. Editor

K

Charles Povey, Business Manager

—

of

BACHELOR OF NUESING
■'. I'd --:■■ ■ En arts, * i< HOP or
philosophy from n college ol approved
.- la required for admission. A few
tor students with
advanced qualifications.

For catalog- and information
address :
THE DEAN
YALE SCHOOL OP NURSING
New Haven : Connecticut

The
■

Fireside
Tea Room
Where Eds and Co-eds Meet

Where The Bobcats Meet
LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

CANDLELHiHT
SUPPERS
EVERY SUNDAY
NIGHT
Telephone 4022
17 DAVIS STREET. Lewiston,

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

C

Their research proved to 1M» verv
cnlightening.
They finally decided
the only way to stabilize their jobs
was to continue turninfr out winning
teams. .Among
incidental
suggestions, nevertheless, it was intimated|
that it
might
be helpful
if theyhnndshook
the faculty,
became a
community leader or, even if neces-j
sary, tought a Sunday school class, i
Aren't times depressing when these]
.••rim stratiigirnl inventors have to!
become living social lions, as the]
proverbial
bond
salesman,
as a!
means
of
stabilizing
their
pay I
cheque'.

.

William
Dunham,
prominent
Bal i graduate, is a former winner
of the state prize
for an essay on
. This i- an annual contest, and
ment will be made in
the near future regarding the 1934

Boxing; enthusiasts have been saving; for the past year or so that they
would like to see representatives of
the four
Maine
colleges
get together in ;• lui-iin- tournament. The
t'aluiiiet Club, a local boys' organization, has laid plans
for such
a
meeting to lie held in about thn-e
weeks. Bates has a good si/.ed entrj
Valery Burnt.. Bates '"2 and forlist as well as all the other colleges
in the state. This is the first time mer editor of tiie STUDENT, :,; now
with
the
Springfield
this interesting
project has
been connected
given ;j try. We hope local boxers Union.
wiU give their support for. if suecessfnl, it migh develop into an anTHE
nual affair.
A decided
blow
has been
handed to Bates athletics. Bill
Prieher
has been
forced
to
leave college. He not. only was
the main offensive cog of last
fall's eleven
but he
also was
slated for a position on the mile
relay quart I which soon will
he making its debut. Wa hope
• o see him around again next
fall.

'.:::.
former
Bates
mile star, placed second in
:!ie l
'" - 500 meter race in ii:
oi Columbus indoor tra ik
: :it tho 1 0
mi el
..rani :■. I■
slyn,
last
Satur [ay
h
The event was won by Harry Hoffman, N »
STork University's crack
•
i
miler
in
1 min. 8.9 sec.,
b was not slow time considering
inba k- d. 500 mi
timately 550 yards.
Hodman took
the
lead at tha
I wi a by eight yards with
a step i ii . I of Joe Burns,
;
■■ - r Manhal ta n
half-qnUer
- m-b r of the « .1 i r< cord holding
am.
0.1 ia. figured
of the leading contenders,

R. J. Houle '30 In
Charge Of Tickets
For Boston Meet

Compliments of

TUFTS
BROTHERS

Printing Specialists
SAY

IT

WITH

ICE

CREJVM

George A. Ross
ELM STF.EET

TELEPHONE 1710
193 Middle Street

Lewiston

Bstea 1*04

Harry L. Plummer

"A Complete Banking Service"

PORTRAIT—Commercial and
Finishing Photography

Lewiston Trust Company

■ •/* me t&ez/re MILDER
to me tAey TASTE BETTER

New Studio
At 135 Main St.,
Lewiston,
Maine.
GKOUND FLOOR

1h9$ji

Lewiston, Maine
..

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
© 1934. Uccrrr &

MVEBS TOBACCO

Co.

<?/
^gJATO^STUDEXT, JANUARY, 10, 1934
Comica,

A. G. S. (XXMME3TK
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Continued From I'lige 1
He tells his predecessors that this is
„ new deal in Garnets".
Commenting on the style of the
first paragraph of the preface, Mr.
Staples writes epigramraatically "Dr.
jam Johnson could not have written
•irose!" Continuing farther on, Mr.
Staples writes: "One is supposed as
an editor to shoot as it flies. He is
supposed to flay actual evil as with
whips of scorpions. It is difficult to
determine what is evil and what is
editor's job to
?ood. It is not the
mark the papers of students. Hut if i
I would
wero marking the Garnet
give it A-plus, and then plan a vacation. I met a Harvard professor last
summer who had "pussed" all his
student class on final "exams" but

™*rl

by the |

The
Manchester TItaTfl"
SF'
Flora McLean L
Guardian

!

lfcing)

"After all. we thank the editor of
r

,

We S?»£ S? "«

H

»

t0

"Milestone" "it £"? £°°t.

thing

comment. Pie-Pie and Cheese" sketeh T. .

in !

P

J

NO MOKB||> l'OKTHV

e
'°'"i"'rases from
enourt»8PwPer each eVeninK "*<"* 3ioWnKoTJ.Tr,""
to9..«H ".
, 3^e tOQ old fashioned the Rubaiyat" to exceptionally good
to understand the "prize story" hen- The verses "Two Replies" and %°.(':
ce bow to the committee of award of he Darkness" are a bU ed£d
But we are not too antique to apprehan ,„?1Urn'nK bl" "^ragebe.ter
t t at t i8 Very wel1
eB
0etry n the im
-V
t,
V
..'
Wtten.
The
er
L?JM L xif
'
™diate
Volta.re essay is also a prize-winner and is tersely stated. Two very
Heath and by E,ois
L , «'l
« Jordan
and Robert A. Johnson. They ar"
let-three indeed.
Nils Lennartson about osculation. Sweet. Nobodv who
can write them need be ashamed of
going the limit.

OSCAR O'BRIEN'S FAMOUS SINGERS

BY - TOWN

TROUBADOURS
Songs of the Voyageur and of the French Canadian Lumber Jack
LEWISTON CITY HALL, MONDAY, JAN. 15, 8.15 P M
TICKETS, 25c
Reservedj ^
On sale at HAMELS, 252 LISBON STREET

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

ac
f «Pted

Half Of Available
and the ^A^RJjp-g I Tables For Pop
Concert Are Sold
literary edito, of

In another
part of his editorial,
Mr. Staples referred to
"The New
Epoch" by Donald M. Smith as "an
exceptionally good article",
in bia
concluding paragraph.
Mr. Staples
writes as follows: "As a crtic we are
no good. We decline all further requests to attempt it.
If editor or
contributor
need encouragement to
go along, we offer it. The way to become a writer is to write. A plain
purpose runs thru the Garnet's 86ection and its work. The editor of
the Garnet has put it plainly in his
preface.
A. G. S."

Jolly Formal Is Only
One Of Year Open
To Townspeople
Much interest is being shown In
the annual Pop Concert and dance
being given
by
the Bates Musical
Clubs Friday, January If. This formal, which is being bald In the AJu
Gymnasium, is the only one of the
year which townspeople may attend.
Those present last year were outspoken in their appreciation of tile
program given by the Bates Gypsies.
This year Pirates have replaced the
i
Gypsies, and in an even better combination of fun, music and dancing
will entertain. The crowd promt
to be large, as half the tables have
already been sold.
The fifty more
available are rapidly being taken, BO
it is advisable to see about reservations immediately and forestall disappointment.
Tickets
may be had
from Miss Baton,
at
the library.
from Jack David. Aldi n Gardiner or

BILL

"We have enough troubles at the
present time without the bitterness
of bigotry".—Rev. Dr. Minot Simon.:.

The Barber
For

Eds and Co-Eds
CHASE HALL

R* W* CLARK S^r* *—*

«»^«m
Pur« Drags and Medicines
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Dates and Main Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing
2 4

HOUE

SERVICE

Fred C. McKenney

Fogg's Leather Store

"THE QUALITY SHOP
3 Minutes from the Campus

We carry a large assortment
of—
Men*s Gladstone Bags
ladies' Fitttcd and
Unfitted Oases
Men's Billfolds
Ladies' Hand Bags
And
Small Leather Goods

Tel. 1817-W

1'2'A Main Street,

Corner College and Sabattns Streets
WASHING AND GREASING

Lewiston.

PACE 3

SECOND THORNCRAG
OPEN HOUSE, SUNDAY

In Chicago

The second open-house cabin part;
at Thorncrag
Cabin
will be held
Sunday afternoon. January 14, from
three to four-thirty.
The first party
was
a decided
success, and this one should be also
due to the arrival of snow. Student may get Outing Club equipment and
either ski or snowshoe
out to the
cabin, aud at Mt. Thorncrag they
will be able to ski on the plateau.
Arriving at the cabin, students
will be served hot drinks and sandwiches, and they will be able to toast
marshmellows, crack nuts, and pop
corn. There will also be music.
Ohaperonea tor Sunday afternoon
are Mr and Mrs. Spinks and Prof, and
Mrs. Steward.
The committee, that has planned
for the event,
Is:
Until Five 'S4,
chairman:
Dorothy Wheeler '36;
Constance Fuller '34; Harold Bailey
"M: Kut Ii Johnson '34 has charge of
the party during Carnival time.
AXNOl \( F S( IIKPlbK
ColiIiiiu.il From Page 1
of New
Hampshire.
Junior
varsity meet.* may be arranged with
local high schools.
BASKBALJ, SI^ATK
The Game) baseball team opens
the season February 10 at the Darthibition game
with
Bowdoin
on i
April 19. On April 87, Hates Is to
play Boston College at Newton, whil
(he state series games for the Bobcat are ad follows;
May B—Colby
K—Bowdoin
11—Mil i ne
14—At Bowdoin
17—At Colby
lit—\i Maine
•22—Maine
ii«—At Colby
—
.—:o*
"America is tired and anxious. A
part of our trouble has been the
tendency to tear down our nohleel
figures".—Rev. Henry W. A. Hanson, president of Gettysburg College.

I MERRILL & WEBRER
COMPANY

|
I

PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS
95-99Main St.,
AUBURN, ME

Bates Pucksters
To Meet Bowdoin
Here on Saturday
Both Garnet And Polar
Bears Beaten In
Opening Tilts

CXIVK
KXOWI-F.S, former
editor-in-chief of the BATES
STUDENT, is now in Chicago
studying at the Divinity School
connected with the University
of Chicago. He has a scholarship.
K n o w I e s graduated from
Bales last spring, and when in
college
was
prominent as a
member of Coach Have Morey's
grid s.piad as well as l«-ing
active as a campus and religious
leader.
SEAMAN, MURRAY
TO BEND STUDENT
DEBATING RESULTS
Through the courtesy of
Prank Murray and Theodore
baasaders
to Canada,
the
Seamoii, Bates' ili'baling .Imitates Kludcul will prim each
week the results of the debates in which
these
students will
|Kirtiri|>n(e
on
(heir forensic lour from Halifax to Vancouver.
This debate is sponsored by
the Canadian student F«^leration, and Bales was chosen
by this organiz-atiou to represent the American
Colleges. Seamen
and Murray
left Lewistoa early Monday
morning and look
part in
Iheir liisl debate at Halifax
last night.

Tho Bat
repni
| by Cofb] and thawed out of its game with
Bowdoin on Monday, will tao Bowdoin in a regularly scheduled same
ui the St. Bom's ,\:-. na on S
noon. There is also a possibility that the postponed game will b"
played
sometime
earlier
in the
week.
Roth Teams Beaton
Both Bates and Bowdoin were do'.irl'eal il in 111 ir opeBI n U E
doin fell before Northeastern University by a score of 8-1 hist Friday.
Consequently
both teams will be
lighting hard to break into the wincolumn. Bates although badly beaten by Colby is far from being out

of the series. And witi

the

Northeastern-Bowdoin game
consider the Polar Bear a dangerous contender. The Outcome of this game
should pake apparent the relative
strength' or the thr&e teams in the
state.
The Bates pucksters suffered no
ill effects physically from the Colby
(ray. But the game did reveal
eral weak points in team-play which
are in need of correction. The forward lines were noticeably slow In
cheeking; back, and
several
times
the Colby forwards swept down unmolested
upon the Bates defense.
The Hales passing
attack did
i onsisl ntiy
(unction either.
This
however, was due In part to the poor
condition of the ice which slowed
up the Garnet offensive
considerably.
Forward Line FnM
The forward line of Tooiuey, ScCOr, and Loonier will again star'
:ist Bowdoin. Tin's line is fast
and clever, and with good ice should
show Up well. Rugg and Soiia will
again form the Bates defensive! unit
together with Hetdman In the goal.
Bowdoin has a veteran forward
line composed
of HUdreth,
Mills.
and Billings.
At the defense p
lions are McKenney and Dakln with
Keveille. This Bowdoin forward line
will be remembered from last year's
thrilling games with liow'doin. These
men are clever stick-handlers and
should offer Bates plenty of opposition.

From the News
Do you know at what temperature water boils or what city is
the capital of Canada? According to David Seahmry, psycholo
in a Boston speech recently, th
are two of the questions asked of
those charged with being mentally
defective in Germany. He denounced
Hitler's proposal to kill incurables
and mentally defective or physically
unfit persons.

But Madame'Your
beautiful wnslvatch
I rom

Turqeorts

that's why only center leaves are

ayself

From the Diamond ilorsc-Snoc
of the
Bletri/.vii::.

used in Luckies
The first thing people see and like about Luckies

Not the bottom leaves—because those are in-

is how round and firm they are. The tobacco

ferior in quality. We use only the center leaves

doesn't spill out and there are no loose ends to

— because they are the mildest and fully ripe

cling to lips. That's because we pack each and

for perfect smoking. That's why Luckies

every Lucky full to the brim with long, even

always draw easily, burn evenl}—and

strands of the finest Turkish and domestic

always mild and smooth. So smoke a Lucky,

tobaccos—only the center leaves. Not the top

a fully packed cigarette. And remember,

leaves —because those are under-developed.

toasted''—for throat protection—for finer taste.

Every Saturday at z P. M., .
Standard Time over the B
Bloc Ni : rki NBC, LI
STRIK:
Opera Company in the c Opera pel fon I I

are

It s

]

,

Geo. V. Turgeon
COMPANY
80 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
Sign "BIG CHIME CLOCK'

LE

MESSAGER
Publishing Co,
Job Printers
Publishers

._ 225 LISBON STREET
THE BLUE LINE
Lewiston—Eumford—Farmingtsn
Lv. Lewiston—
7.45 A.M., 12.45 P.M.. 4.25 P.M.
Lv. Rum ford—
7.35 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv. Farmington—
7.30 A.M., 12.30 P/M.. .4.10 P.M.

Alwavs the Finest Tobacco and only the Center Leaves
z

N. I TyTfy*. I35f The $merU*n ftMM Company

Lewiston Monumental
Works
AETISTIC MEMORIALS
JAMES P. MUBPHY CO., INC.
6 to 10 Bates Stroet,
Lewiston.
Telephone 4631-R
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Bates Student

EDITORIAL
Don't Blow
Bubbles

A few weeks ago we were
flattered to receive an invi
tation to attend a confcren
u-if„r„" Its obiect. presumably

Columnist Sees
Mature Heresy

; W, 1
• I v a few stn tab an 1 three admin*
:„iv officer Several vital injects were as
23 to eonumttees and reports are ejected
XTmid-yean. on reopening the first floor of
• a ,11,11 for study and ret-real:oi.. co-educa23 dining, and a few other (projects. W* under',
1,t he Committee attacked tta work vigor,
oSy and with enthusiasm. At last/ft. popoto
,. „« fence baa found popular expression. We are
TthH?nuon that the results of a ^estaon^rre
prepared by the STIT>ENT last spmg would he
of mestimable value to ft. committee.
As yet
thev have not been requested.
In Se desperate times in fteNaUon'sh^
these wholesome talks are one oi the b*t tomes
,•„,. B college community.
In reasonaW y settted
times, ,: ere is .nor* to he gamed, pr*abl3 • h-'»
lost by the nneompromismg advocacy of pW
By particular policies we mean Iocs
p<ylic4.
collegiate pal rnaKsm. That ,s the way. wh luwe admit it or not, that we are educated. Eduea
ti„„ is. li best, dogmatic but al ft> penod. pmlvsis is ever so much worse than any error, we
£5paralysis in national affairs before last March,
Iwe may have error in our apparently-xtrnm
„,,„,„, borrowing still „ is not paralysis. Nothing
is clearer, whether it be m government or m
collet, than that impotence and the despair that
impotence arouses are instruments of undoing.
That is the underlying reason for the not on
„„. Campus of New York's City College last
Spring, when the President attacked excited
Btudents with his umbrella. He had been Mtug,
self satisfied, and sure that the indolent indents
would tolerate forever his dictatorial disregard of
free speech. For years he was safe, finally, how,.v. r. the bubble burst and Prexy was a pitiable
person, Let us not blow bubbles, it ■ dangerous !
It is obstruction and deadlock, then, that are
to be avoided, not criticism and debate, mere is
,,,.,,„ difference between the two. under ■
strategy of obstruction, C. C. X. Y. sought to
suppress its st.ulents. and force naural. youthful
enthusiasm to choke itself : under a strategy of
criticism,
adnftftAratioi* hear complaints.
accounl for themselves, but does not seek to deprive others of voice or responsibility. Sensible
men seek- to prevent political strife such as that
between these (wo procedures.
Criticism ifl a wholly different thing than the
opposition encountered by C. C. X. Y. Moreover.
criticism is necessary. Take the Metropolitan Col] ■ Eor example, and parallel cases are seen on
main campuses. Any administration which had
exercised as much power as this one needs criticism. Any college needs to hear objections. _ It
needs the clarification which comes from having
to explain what it is doing. Tt needs protection
from its own courtiers, from the delusions of its
own unexamined promises, from the conceit that
sooner or later afflicts the human animal when
everyone around him says yes. Tt, needs, in short,
a series of great debates in which the principus
and measures it is using are throughly aired,
throughly questioned!, and throughly explained.
Such debates do any institution a service.
What Is It Now?
Tt may be. as Tennyson
Commencement-says,
that in Jfermg *
young man s tancj tin us to
love; but if it is his last year in college, it often
turns to something else.
To something more material, less abstract, ana
consequently, more serious — a job.
We have been going to school since the ages oi
live six. or -even ; in a few months school days
for many will cease forever. Life begins, so to
speak.
,,
„ ,.
1'p until 1929 there was no problem. ( ollege
graduates, after weighing the best points of several prospective positions, seleeted one. settled to a
steadv income, and were happy to a degree.
hat
is all Chang. 1 now. and onlv a small minority looK
I'orwarl to graduation confident of a position.
While growing up, we, in our twenties now.
were told that the superiority of a college education was so unmistakable that every boy and girl
must go to college. That theory >* attacked con.stantlv now.
.
...
William Lyon Phelps, recently retired English
professor at Yale, echoes that attack. He says :
I used to look at the faces of seniors with
hope and faith ; 1 was certain] that the majority of them would be happy and successful.
Now I look at them not with despair—I am
no defeatist about life—but with sympathy.
His is the key note of the depressing outlook :
Commencement used to mean a beginning : seniors
began their life work immediately.
What does
Commencement mean now ?
Tt is a. hard question to answer. Without alternative, the problem of education itself is before us.
Tin- fact is that we live in a time of trial ; every
day is 8 test of manhood and womanhood : every
day is judgement day. Thus, there must be the
education of the body, the education of the mind,
the education of the spirit. All this so that the
finest young men anD women of to day will be
ready for the job of to-morrow when it comes,
although they do not know when it is coining. It
is futile for vis to attempt to determine the reasons
for each of the opportunities facing us, yet we
have an obligation. It is preparedness.
Further more, we must remember that education is more than training, more than preparation:
education is am end in itself. Prof. Phelr*. previously quoted, supports this statement. His is a
most' refreshing insight, full of vitality. Says lie :
"I maintain that the real end of education
is to produce happiness—the happiness that
comes from an interesting and cultivated
mind, well stored with ideas. A man or womani
with an interesting personality not only finds
lit', well worth living, he unconsciously does
good every day ; for -such an individual contributes both charm and inspiration. For this
reason, the acquistion of knowledge, the
strengthening and enrichment of the mind
are goals in themselves; they contribute dividends of happiness and satisfaction as long

as life lasts."

FEATURES

Here we are, lecturing
and advising Youth — telling Youth to follow our

Masquerade . . . . . '. FdnwrJW"

|j|PersonalitieS

example ; to do as we have flow—AND WHAT

CITY OFFIO \/

SAVE WE DONE ?
' WE'VE RAISED CA1X — THAT'S WHAT
WE OI.HSTKKS HAVE' DONE!
We've taken tthc beautiful, abundant

earth

Which our fathers had won for us. and the honor
and glory and power of the nation they'd huilt
for us—and we've made a mess of it all !
We've let little children work like slaves in
mines and factories and fields.
We've ft millions of other little children and
their mothers die from negleB*.
We've let a whole army of human beings Trow
up as illiterate and vicious as wil 1 dogs.
We've let trem'blin- ol I people starve in gutters
and freeze in attics and be overrun) by vermin
that their poor old hands could no longer fight.

And we didn't do it because we had to—bee
w«

were weak, or even because we were deliberate-

ly crooked or cruel. We did it because we were
silly and sentimental, lazy, cowardly and indBf-

1>R()F.
R.
R. N. < <H l.|>.
head of the department of government and
history.
in iiiln
well be clac lilted as Lewiston's
number one
"brain truster".
As .Mderinan from Ward one,
and as one of the two Republican Aldermen in the city, he
is an example of the New Deal
in politics
for
college prof,

ferent.

YET WE EXPECT THEM TO RESPECT
US !
We expect them to respect us after we've spoiled everything for them - - messed up all their
chances—smeared their young dreams—shattered
their young ambition !
Respect us ' Never yet have I sen a young
person who wasn't willing—yes, eager—to respect
Inie honor and courage, tendarnesa and wisdom,
in a'i older person.
But there never was a young person who respected an older person just because he was old.
We were for ed to PRETEND such respect in our
vouth. yon an 1 T.
YOUTH. TODAY. WILL RESPECT YOU
ONLY WHEN AXD IF YOU DESERVE RE
SPECT !
YOUTH. TODAY. WILL NO LONGER TAKE
YOU AT YOUR FACE VALUE—WILL N'O
LONGER HONOR YOU MERELY BECAUSE
YOU ARE A FATHER OB MOTHER. A LEADING CITIZEN. OR A SEVENTY-YEAR OLD
BUNCH OF BONES.
. YOUTH TODAY. LOOKS AT THE RECORDS—AND KEEPS ITS TONGUE IN ITS
CHEEK, IXTIL IT SEES THEM.
And I. for one. thank (iod for it !
Now. maybe. Mama and Papa and the Other
Pillars of Society will shake off the moth balls and
show a little real action !
—Elsie Robinson
(Hearst Columnist).

Tea Versus "Pop"
Good old English customs have their point eve
now. and those who don't like t a go on faith that
there may be coffee, or even 'Top." Or may be all
the eds lack are monocles and accents, if the sign
out books are true in showing the way movie dates
have increased since vacation. If they gel their

eseora.
HELPS FRFSI1MIX

A masquerade is a time of mystery, gaiety,
and hilarity, and so this year the Outing Cluu ix
arranging Eor the All-College Skate. bYiady Might,
February 9, to be a masquerade. Co-eds and
their escorts ■ - some gowned in the clothes their
grandparents might have won: ; son-e in the Fantastic garb of another world : some in clown suits.
military uniforms, or as the Little Polk from the
Land-of Mas relieve - - will compete for prh

as they skate to music coming from Roger Williams HalL Perhaps King and Qu< en Winter will
be there Perhaps Mickey and Mimiey Mouse will
b,
hand. (Undoubtedly they'll spend most ot
their time at the refiwtoment booth). There are
;„ De numerous features, specialties, and novelties. In the picture above, an artist has drawn
eonoeption of two happy masqueraders as they
might appear at the college carnival.
the daily consumption; and 1000
employees are engaged to accomodate the 2COO students.

The
Student Looks
at the
World
By DONALD M. SMITH-

STUDENTS IX POLITICS
"There is something alt..-vther too smug, complacent and seltsatisfied about the you** of the United State.." commented the
Secretary of Agriculture to the National Conference on Students in
Polities, meeting in. Washington with delegates from 150 coll
Largest and most representative student gahering, it represents the
turn to the left that most thinking students are making iii their
political allegiance.
against the shipment of munitions.
Yet, If Secretary Wallace is to i has tli" easy going reluctance of
. out a full bill of particulars, a college professor to take sidi - in

Harvard has abolished Yale locks
from its dormitories, and Yale has
retaliated by barring the Harvard
Us from its educational curricula.
Janitors at the University of Minus are said to have drawn lots
■ who would carry skeletons
from one building to another when
a recent change was necessary.
Down at M. I. T. the men are seIng the lasses they escort
to
dances on the basis of the gals'
. ■; ::.-. The Wellesley girls ob,1 to this, however. An explanation a to why can probably be discovered by querying any Wellesley
prof.

IUUCS LOMBABDI, president of the Student Council,
who is supervising the election
Of officers of the freshman class.
A clam committee
is nominating candidates,
and I "">•
bardl plans to have the ejection as soon as possible, perhaps
by Friday.
The supervision of ihe freshman election is Only one of the
Council
president's numerous
duties. Lombardi, as well as
being head of the Council, also
is prominent in the V. M. <". A.,
as a member of the student
chapel committee, and as an
active member of the college
family.

That ancient and hallowed custom
lias been
blaspiiemed,
mes amis.
The "Bull Session", sacred to every
oar in first, well.—they fro dancing from four ontil
undergraduate, has been outlawed
as a thing detrimental to scholarsis-thirty, then may be a dinner or movie aftership. This is the result of a recent
ward, (cause it's too late for Commons' fish), and
survey made at N. Y. U. which states
that the only justification for the
that's that. If he doesn't take he,- to a show just
nistence of this form of "Intra-Muto get an invite (and if she can't tell the differ*
is recreation and the
.in situations. His belief in free formation of public opinion.
;■
.
;..,
9
administrat
ce. there are those who arc "in the know"), may
I
a
leads
him
to
proclaim
the
must share the blame for lack of
be they'll be seeing the Pirates together anyway. student initiative. As long as youth constitutional fight of free si
The daily Calltornlan reports an
I This experience contributes deeply to
Bt who walked up
Bl'T. if the fair damsels gather courage, or nerve. i< pap i id they will outgrow
bis
education
in
the
classstruggle.
to his professor and handed in a
adolescence. The b
first, well boys.—engage youtf tjahle from M- ees Wield such power in the Interests When his friend is .-hot by a gunman large bundle, of assignments. NoticI in the employ of the big shot of the
Eaton at the Library. One ear't blame the men for of i lie status quo and accepted con- Institution in which the professor ing a sheepish look on the young
- that college administrations and
man's face, the instructor asked
looking at it that way. The first time might have faculties can fail to obey only
teaches, he swings completely over
■ lonely, 'What's all this?"
[to
i
he
workers.
In
closing,
a
nnarher
"Those are my Mae West Problem
been an accident, but twice in succession is a little cost of the large contributions that
of
expressionistir
devices
are
used
to
pay salaries!. Given faculty and stu" exclaimed the' lad.
too much. Weren't certain Stn C.-ites certain of dent control a different general inn show the thoughts of the professor
•'.\Iae West?"
las
he
is
imprisoned
for
his
anti-war
their bids, or just couldn't they wait I
f racks of students might he turned out of
"Yeah," replied the student, "I
activities.
■
should hereafter cease against those who import - - col''
Tbts play is not going to make a done 'em wrong".
The National Student Federation
better that he be unknown than that she be known which met at the same time, repre- |motion picture epic because of the
At the end of each semester at
'social content, but the possibility Coe College,
senting as it does the more con
Iowa,
a "Flunkers'
too well ! We all love the tea dances and we want
atlve and pap fed student councils of that because of low priced seats it Frolic" is held to give those who
more of them—but "Please. Mr. Hemingway", not various colleges knew which side of may play to thousands is a hopeful
failed a proper send-off .This
sign. There is no telling what our
the week before a formal next tune. The end arma- their bread was buttered. They com- college professors think when they dance is one of the more popular sopletely swamped resolutions favoring
cial events of the year, and—Midment all arourtd is too great, even for those mercen- a free college press and diversion of see themselves writ ISrge upon the
are hut three weeks away.
however, is
ary people who believe in "a fair exchange"is no R. O. T. C. funds to educational pur- stage. The audience,
poses. While their more radical com- treated to a realistic picture.
FAUST O. COUTURE is manloss."
rades were parading and demonsager of l.K HESSAGER, l.<■»'-■
trating their opposition to imperialSubtle Sally.
ton's French newspaper which
is- wars before the state department
beginning
this week is being
windows, the polite and docile stuTHOMAS W. MUSGBAVE, '31
published daily instead of ttv
dent council members were riding in
Editor - In - Chief
weekly as formerly. HE MESSAa bus to present a hunch of pansies
(Tel. 1418)
Professor Paul N. Bartlelt of the
GES! plays a
prominent pan
Publishing Office Tel. 4190
to Mrs. Roosevelt. When the question
economics department will be the
in the political anil social HI"'
NEWS STAFF
of allowing negro delegates on the
sixth
in
this
ssason's
series
of
radio
of the Twin Cities, and its adEditor
Isidore Arik, '34 (Tel. 1418) .... Managing
speeches delivered through the courtCity Editor dance floor came up and Indignant
Harold Bailey. '36 (Tel. 83364)
vent into the daily field OB
Women's Editor southerners walked out. the Feders', of members of the Bates faculty
Elizabeth Saucders, '34 (Tel. 2540)
Monday afternoon was an outWomen's Athletics ation spent a'l night en the problem
Dorothy Klmball, '35 (Tel. 2540)
In
conjunction
with
station
WCSHt
standing event la the growth "I
IntercoUegiate Editor only to lose patience and ban racial
V,rff,TP(
'SR
Margaret TTftYiP
Hoxie. '35
Prof.
Bartlett
will
speak
on
Friday
Debate Editor
Albert Oliver, '34 (Tel. 853)
the community.
_ Oj.'-l,'!,
discrimination. This is the precise
at 1:15 P. M. His subject will be,
The BATES STl'DKM' '- I"'1''
Reporters
15> MARGARET HOME
course •that
most student councils
"Can
Managed
Prices Aid ReUahed
tit the plant managed ■•>
Abl.ntt Smith '34. Dorothy McAllister ':U. Ruth Carter '*fc Pau- follow on their own campus.
In the early days at Harvard, stu- covenF?".
Mr. Couture.
line Jones '34, Elizabeth Fnadick '35. Willard Higgina 88, < :irl
The
League
for
Industrial
Dem|
dents
were
required
to
translate
the
Milliken
'35,
.lean.»•-•<
Murray
'35,
Stowell Ware 35.
l«is« Will-I
•
in —
v«
. ■
>r> —
D ~.. 1 _ ("* .x Ulna »; ' '! <
V-Miiei ^ I i - '
ocracy with more courage and inde- I Bible from its original Latin Vulpendence urged upon the Conference gate in order to obtain a Bachelor
on Politics a more intelligent pro- of Arts Degree. But if you think
gram than that adopted by the willy- that one is difficult, ponder on this
SPORTS STAFF
Sheer clirystal studded stand the ice-bent trees
nilly Student Federation. The Con- on&. The applicants to the U. of
Nathan Milbnry. '34, Editor
ference took a determined siand
have to give from memory the
Their limbs aro turned fantastically. They fare
Jack Rugg '34. Milton Glaser '3(5, Damon Stetson '36, Bob Saun- against war, racial discrimination. Cairo
entire Koran as their entrance exders '36. Ed Winston '35.
I.ike limpid swans, they vaguely beat the air
am.
Fascism:
for
Federal
aid
to
education
BUSINESS BOARD
With boughs of onyx etched in silver 1'reize.
and
a
government
of
equal
opportunCharles Povey, '31
Advertising Manager
What is their beauty more than wretched pain
If a person were to take all the
Harold Smith. '34
Bnslness Manager ity.
Ralph Musgrave '35, James Oliver '35
courses offered at the I', of WashBearing their boughs torn ruthlessly to earth ?
THE THEATRE SCORES
ington it would take, said person exSubcription, $2.50 per year in advance. Single Copies, Ten Cents.
What Satyr watched them with ceaseless mirth
An anti-war play. "Peace on actly 99 years before his education
Written Notice of change of address should be in the hands of
Helcase their weight and slowly rise again t
the Business Manager one week before the issue in which the Earth", is playing to full houses in was complete.
change is to occur.
New York. The unusual feature of
The fetish wind hides in the sleet night cloud,
Member of New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association.
Just in case any of you happen
Published Wednesdays during the College Year by Students of this event is the fact that in spite
in whirling dervishes descends to slay
Bates College. Entered as second class matter of the post office of the direct propaganda against war to be lnterest?d in the cost of runWhat Nature built with patienice, day on day
at Lewiston, Maine.
it is being hailed, by those who ought ning one of our bigger
American
1 cannot bear their strain. I cry aloud.
to know, as an unusual performance. institutions, here are a few statisThe Editor-in-Chief assumes full responsibility for all material It is a story of a college professor tics based on the upkeep
s
of M. I. T.
h>' '• i hrystal stuVlded stand the ice-bent trees
appearing in the editorial column.
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